All the World is a Stage with Sofia Smallstorm - September 15th

To

“We've unmasked madmen, Watson, wielding scepters, reason run riot, justice howling at the moon.” – Sherlock Holmes

This week on the Solari Report, I will speak with Sofia Smallstorm, author and publisher of Avatar Update and About the Sky.

I am a devoted subscriber of Avatar Update. If I am interested in the flow of money within a place or industry, Sofia is keenly interested in the flow of materials, assets and people. She has a remarkable ability to see through the matrix into the heart of things. If all the world, as Shakespeare once wrote, is a stage, Sofia is uniquely gifted at sleuthing out how the sets are built and why and what our puppet masters may try to achieve.

Sofia’s insights are particularly strong regarding invisible technologies of control. In this Solari Report we speak about the integrated impact of EMF, global spraying, media entrainment and subliminal programming and the involuntary reengineering of our human bodies and chemistry. What is this high-tech cocktail doing to influence our individual and our collective minds? We also touch on fake mass shootings – a more bizarro version of false flags.

In Money & Markets this week I will discuss the latest in financial and geopolitical news, including rumors that major changes are afoot in the economy and global
financial system.

In *Let's Go to the Movies*, I will review *Jason Bourne*, the latest addition to the *Bourne* action film series. I love the series and was delighted to see a new one coming out. Like *The A Team* and many of the action films recommended here, the message is clear and compelling — the system is too corrupt; we must find our own way in this world. The *Bourne* quest is the search for a free and inspired life.

Catherine Austin Fitts
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**From The Site**

**September 22nd**
Rebuilding a Local Economy

**September 29th**
Multipolar World with the Saker

Keep Calm and Do the Math

Subscribers: Money & Markets - September 9, 2016

Subscribers: Weekend Report... The “End of the World” History Chart

Subscribers: Money & Markets - September 02, 2016

On the Road in Las Vegas

Conquering Cancer Volume One by Dr. Nicholas Gonzalez

Can Global Capitalism and Liberal Democracy Survive?

Subscribers: Money & Markets - August 26, 2016
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**Just a Taste! - All the World is a Stage with Sofia Smallstorm**
The transcript is now available to all Solari Report subscribers! If you would like to learn more about becoming a subscriber click [here](#).

From the transcript:

**Catherine Austin Fitts:** The debt growth model is done, and we are entering a period of institutional reform. We must emerge good leadership going forward. If our leadership fails us, war, organized crime and lawlessness will make our choices for us. Who you choose to be, to support or to shun in your daily life will decide our future.

No other question is more important than “who leads?” As sovereign individuals, we can choose to lead. In so doing, we must support and align ourselves with other leaders around us who are effective in the wider world. One of our first Solari Report...
slogans was, “Who’s your farmer, who’s your banker, where’s your money?” As millions of people allocate their time, attention, and resources every day, thus we invent our world together.
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Lunch with Catherine in Dallas, TX on Sunday, October 9, 2016

Catherine will be doing a Subscriber Lunch in Dallas, Texas! If you are a Subscriber and would like to learn more click [here](#).

If you are not a Solari Report subscriber and would like more information, [click here](#).

If you would like to subscribe, please navigate to the [Solari Store](#).

---

**HOLD THAT DATE FOR THE LAUNCH PARTY!**

**Saturday, October 15, 2016, 7-11pm**

**Tulsa, Oklahoma**

By Catherine Austin Fitts

Are you are ready for the Grand Virtual Pipe Organ Crowdfund? Our team is working with some of our favorite FOJ – Friends of Joseph – to launch a crowdfunding for a virtual pipe organ for our dear friend and ally Dr. Joseph Farrell. Stay tuned for the “high octane” composition that flows from Joseph and his new organ. More on that
soon…

We are converging on Tulsa from all four directions on October 15th to drink wine, share a great dinner and celebrate the good things that flow from friendship, music and merriment. You do not want to miss this historic launch party in the heartland of America!

The Grand Virtual Pipe Organ Crowdfund…it’s coming!

Highlights from Last Week - The Real Rate of Inflation with Charles Hugh Smith

Author Charles Hugh Smith will join me this week on the Solari Report to discuss the real rate of inflation. We will talk about his recent comments on inflation — The Burrito Index and Revealing the Real Rate of Inflation Would Crash The System. He notes:

“Unbiased private-sector efforts to calculate the real rate of inflation have yielded a rate of around 7% to 13% per year, depending on the locale—many multiples of the official rate of around 1% per year.”

When managing your household finances, you must develop strategies to address the real rate of inflation that applies to your time and expenses and degrades the products and services that you use. Charles addresses strategies for personal success in this environment in his recent books:

- Why Our Status Quo Failed and is Beyond Reform.
- Get a Job, Build a Career, Defy a Bewildering Economy.

You can access Charles’ books and writings at his excellent website Of Two Minds

See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report

A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial climates while building your wealth.

Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice for his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances, objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.